MTBF, MTTR, MTTF & FIT
Explanation of Terms
Purpose

The intent of this White Paper is to provide an understanding of MTBF and other product reliability methods. Understanding the methods for the lifecycle prediction for a product enables the customer to consider the tangible value of the product beyond set-features before purchasing it.

MTBF, MTTR, MTTF and FIT are reliability terms based on methods and procedures for lifecycle predictions for a product. Customers often must include reliability data when determining what product to buy for their application. MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure), MTTR (Mean Time To Repair), MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) and FIT (Failure In Time) are ways of providing a numeric value based on a compilation of data to quantify a failure rate and the resulting time of expected performance. The numeric value can be expressed using any measure of time, but hours is the most common unit in practice.
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Introduction

MTBF, MTTR, MTTF and FIT

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) is a reliability term used to provide the amount of failures per million hours for a product. This is the most common inquiry about a product’s life span, and is important in the decision-making process of the end user. MTBF is more important for industries and integrators than for consumers. Most consumers are price driven and will not take MTBF into consideration, nor is the data often readily available. On the other hand, when equipment such as media converters or switches must be installed into mission critical applications, MTBF becomes very important. In addition, MTBF may be an expected line item in an RFQ (Request For Quote). Without the proper data, a manufacturer’s piece of equipment would be immediately disqualified.

Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) is the time needed to repair a failed hardware module. In an operational system, repair generally means replacing a failed hardware part. Thus, hardware MTTR could be viewed as mean time to replace a failed hardware module. Taking too long to repair a product drives up the cost of the installation in the long run, due to down time until the new part arrives and the possible window of time required to schedule the installation. To avoid MTTR, many companies purchase spare products so that a replacement can be installed quickly. Generally, however, customers will inquire about the turn-around time of repairing a product, and indirectly, that can fall into the MTTR category.

Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) is a basic measure of reliability for non-repairable systems. It is the mean time expected until the first failure of a piece of equipment. MTTF is a statistical value and is meant to be the mean over a long period of time and a large number of units. Technically, MTBF should be used only in reference to a repairable item, while MTTF should be used for non-repairable items. However, MTBF is commonly used for both repairable and non-repairable items.

Failure In Time (FIT) is another way of reporting MTBF. FIT reports the number of expected failures per one billion hours of operation for a device. This term is used particularly by the semiconductor industry but is also used by component manufacturers. FIT can be quantified in a number of ways: 1000 devices for 1 million hours or 1 million devices for 1000 hours each, and other combinations. FIT and CL (Confidence Limits) are often provided together. In common usage, a claim to 95% confidence in something is normally taken as indicating virtual certainty. In statistics, a claim to 95% confidence simply means that the researcher has seen something occur that only happens one time in twenty or less. For example, component manufacturers will take a small sampling of a component, test x number of hours, and then determine if there were any failures in the test bed. Based on the number of failures that occur, the CL will then be provided as well.
Reliability Methods & Standards

Several prediction methods over time have been developed to determine reliability, but the two standards most often used when compiling reliability data for media converters are: the MIL-HDBK-217F Notice 2 (Military Handbook) and Bellcore TR332. The MIL-HDBK-217 encompasses two ways to predict reliability: Parts Count Prediction (used to predict the reliability of a product in its early development cycle) and Parts Stress Analysis Prediction (used later in the development cycle, as the product nears production). This is how the famous “bathtub curve” so adeptly illustrates the unit failure in proportion to a period of time. Other methods are applicable to the telecom industry while still others are useful for analyzing how failure modes would impact a product. The challenge is choosing the method based on the product’s functionality.

MTBF

When the failure rate needs to be as low as possible, especially for mission critical systems, for example, utilizing MTBF data to ensure maximum uptime for an installation. It is a common misconception, however, that the MTBF value is equivalent to the expected number of operating hours before a product fails, or the “service life”. There are several variables that can impact failures. Aside from component failures, customer use/installation can also result in failure. For example, if a customer misuses a product and then it malfunctions, should that be considered a failure? If a product is delivered DOA because it was not properly packaged, is that a failure?

The MTBF is often calculated based on an algorithm that factors in all of a product’s components to reach the sum life cycle in hours. In reality, depreciation modes of the product could limit the life of the product much earlier due to some of the variables listed above. It is very possible to have a product with an extremely high MTBF, but an average or more realistic expected service life.

\[
MTBF = \frac{1}{FR_1 + FR_2 + FR_3 + \ldots + FR_n}
\]

where FR is the failure rate of each component of the system up to n components

MTBF is not just a simple formula. A person certified and educated in calculating MTBF is a good investment. That person must review the MTBF for every component as well as other factors such as operating temperature range, storage temperature range, etc.
Beyond the MTBF calculation, Quality Assurance Managers should track all reported field failures as well as the root cause of those product failures to produce a true snapshot of a product’s service life. Since this process takes time, the MTBF and other predictions of reliability for a product are on-going. MTBF can be subject to change. For example, in 2006, RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) was mandated by the European Community. If a released product is re-developed in order to meet RoHS-compliancy, the entire calculation has to be performed again, since non-RoHS components may have a different life cycle than those that do meet the RoHS standard.

ISO-9001 can also effectively support MTBF. How? Companies that are ISO certified agree to meet the goals of “zero defect” and “continual improvement”. With processes in place, a product is developed and tested in numerous ways, including submissions to lab certifications appropriate for the product. The result is that before a product is ever introduced into the market, it is as flawless and as functional as it was intended to be.

Summary

Reliability methods such as MTTR, MTTF and FIT apply to products or to specific components. However, MTBF remains a basic measure of a systems’ reliability for most products. It is often debated, sometimes even rejected as no longer relevant, and overall, widely misunderstood. It is still regarded as a useful tool when considering the purchase and installation of a product. Remember, along with obtaining an MTBF value, ask questions regarding how current that information is and on what standards it is based on to ensure choosing the most appropriate product for your installation.
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